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Cities, and especially capitdl cities, have always offeied a stage for political
ceremonies, festivals, processions, tiiumphs and stiuggles The built mass in
the centre, the axial streets and the accesses of capital cities consistmg lor a
consideiable pait ot public buildings and open spaces which have piactical
and symbohc functions foi the state By their shape, location and decoraüon,
the buildings expiess the vision of political power as the rulers wanted it to
bc dissemmated This papei focuses on the changes mtioduced in existmg
cityscapes by rulers representing new ideologies, especially m Istanbul,
Moscow and Berlin
In hts overview of the architectuial history of European cities, Leonardo Benevolo
showed how deep the mfluence of monarchical power has been m reshapmg the
urban moiphology m the early modern times States had become more powerful
and their mleis wanted to show off then newly acquired position Huge buildings
had lo stress the signihcance of the seats of government as well as the symbohc
places ' The focus in this paper is on the reconstructions in capital cities when
these had come under an ideologically different regime How did the new masters
expiess the no^ elty of theit political aims within the existmg cityscape7 Which
models wei e thought to be distinctive vis-ä-vis the previous regime7
The Fiench revolutionanes who formulated in 1789 the Declaratwn des droits
de l'homnte et du citoyen, wanted their ideals to be applicable to all mhabitants
of the new state Equahty before the law would, foi the first time in European
history, be applicable in the whole terntory of the monaichy In contiast to the
Roman Empire, ciüzenship m the Ancien Regime had geneially not been extended
bevond the walls of the cities 01 local comtnunities The burghers were so jealous
ol keeping then pnvileges lestucted to themselves, and they exploited the
countrymen so obviously, that they failed to create some kind of loyalty to largei
political units than those they could dommate directly This lesulted m constant
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particulanstic nvaliy and, in the end, to the Subordination of most European cities
to dynastie states Nevertheless, the ideas of fieedora and civic society remamed
very much embedded m the urban societies, where they had emeiged since the
tenth Century Therefore, Lafayette and Siéyes could nol imagine any olhei term
to designate the mdividual enjoymg füll nghts than citoyen, which evidently
referred to the pnvileged inhabitant of a city Other terms such as buigher,
bourgeoisie, citizenship, code civü all refer to their urban ongin Nationhood
became a common denommator only about a Century later, and proved to be a lot
more controversial, or, more precisely, just as controversial as the local
identifications, but moie dangerous because il was so much larger and mightier
Evidently, this imphes much more than termmology The Gei man legal
histonan, Gerhard Dilcher descnbed the pre mdustnal urban civic society as the
hothouse where the conceptuahzation of citizenship withm the framework of
states could be developed 2 Not only did modern ideology hnd lts roots in the
cities, these also were the basis of military power Since the demise of fortresses
built by the feudal lords, that took place, dependmg on the region, from the 12th
Century onwards, cities were the real seats of power In order to get control over
a region, one had to besiege and garnson its towns Their location was chosen
for strategie convemence, and as concentrations of capital they had become even
more strategie Since the 1540s, the kmgs of France had constructed a series of
fortifications along their fiontier with the Habsbuig Low Countnes and a similar
effort was made on the other side of the border Under King Louis XIV, especially
after the Treaty of Utrecht m 1713, all French borders wei e piotected by the
systemaüc construction of fortifications by Vauban and by garnsonmg these
cities Those garnson cities then became reduced to their function for the defence
of the state's terntory The social revolutions, which did change the world, took
place m the cities and were successful in those situations where the bouigeoisie
and the urban proletai lat were able to mobilize a strategie weight of the resources
Could the nation states, which grew so strongly dunng the 19th Century, replace
the cities as the mam focus for the onentation of pohtical values7 A prehmmary,
maybe trivial but fundamental, observation has to be made when one tnes to
evaluate the social reahty of cities and states A city offers a daily matenal context
m which an overwhelming majonty of the inhabitants oi mdustnal states are
living A city plan, even that of the larger ones, normally belongs to the mental
maps people have m then memory It has always been possible to know a city
by personal and physical expenence, by havmg walked or been dnven through
it and to have experienced the distances Urban dwellers normally know the
character of strects and quarters, the style of the buildings, the particular social
composition, sometimes even the smell All this can be observed and experienced
by everybody's senses, it is material, visible, ical On the other hand, states need
their decision-making to take place within a fairly close area m which people can
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meet frequently and rapidly. In other words, states have to operate from a basis
of city-centres, for their own efficacy. But their conspicuous presence in the capital
also provides them an essential means to manifest their position and their
purposes, to make this clearly visible to the public eye.
What is a state in the experience of its citizens? Before the great revolutions,
the monarchy has certainly been the main common identity element for the
subjects of a state. Most states incorporated various nations and this level of
Identification, just as the sense of belonging to a local community must have
remained for a long time stronger than that of the state. After eliminating the
monarchy, the French Jacobins feit the need for new emblems, Symbols and
ceremonies, and made great efforts to create a new sense of nationhood.3 The levée
en masse helped to forge it in a few years, and indeed neither the Restoration of
the monarchy nor the two Imperial periods dared to eradicate those symbols. But,
notwithstanding the rallying power of images such as Marianne, the tricolore, the
slogan liberté, égalité,fraternité or the Marseillaise, the state remained distant and
notably abstract. Nobody could know the state and all its institutions, nor, more
precisely, its entire population and territory, as one could know a city. The physical
experience any individual may have of a country is, by its sneer dimensions,
necessarily less encompassing and less frequent. Therefore, the mythical concept
of the nation was propagated as the personification of the common soul of all the
citizens. Again, the terminology points to the difficulty in identifying oneself with
a state, which is an organization with which the territory did not coincide, certainly
not during the 19th Century, and very often not during the 20th either, with the
emotionally embedded concepts of the traditional territory and community, or
even of the nation. It should be clear that states did have an interest in confusing
and strengthening these concepts, suggesting the unity of territory, state and
nation. Evidently, during the 19th century state-makers iried very hard to make
people believe that state, nation and country were overlapping concepts, and
nationalist movements scored not negligible impacts in this field, albeit often in
mutual conflict. However, as we all know, the last four decades made it clear that
the older identities remained strong enough to reappear in new shapes in many
regions. The revolutionary movements which broke up the Soviel empire were
urban, and they showed the continued effectiveness of the concept of civic society,
notwithstanding the tendency towards individualization fostered especially by the
modern media.
States are remote and abstract, and their means of identification unavoidably
ran into a compelition with the centuries-old sense of belonging to a locality, a
church, or a national entity. As an organization, the state of the 19th century had
primarily administrative links with its citizens, feit at border controls, by taxation,
and by jurisdiction. The remoteness of officials performing these and other tasks
did nol help to provide a more realistic, concrete and material appearance to states.
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lts most effecti ve presence was, as during the Revolutionary and Napoleonic wars,
compulsory military service, and indeed repeated warf are. As Eugene Weber has
shown for France, the regional mixing of recruits and their Subordination to the
dominant language, targets, symbols and rituals of the state, was very effective
in forging a national feeling coinciding with its entire territory. From around 1900
onwards, secularization of compulsory education also made the state visible in
every locality through its schools, and by imposing a teaching programme in the
minds of entire new generations. Children could now be taught that they were born
to belong to a great nation which history proved had always been there, gloriously
and beneficially.4 The Great War was just as much a consequence of exacerbated
nationalism, and strangely enough, its continued festerer. The cult of war victims
kept these feelings alive, monuments and ceremonies made them present even in
the tiniest village.
State-makers have tried for centuries to impose themselves on the urban
populations by other means, namely by using public space as a theatre to express
their own messages. In urbanized societies, cities have always been the theatres
par excellence for the powers to show off. The city walls evidently were the very
first expression of the particular status of urban communities in medieval and early
modern Europe. They belong to the first large investments made by the community
as a whole, leading to the creation of public finance and of the concept of common
weal or 'bonum commune'. Their gates were articulated in the architecture as the
places where entering and leaving had far-reaching juridical, financial and social
effects. A lord, bishop or prince entering a city was always welcomed by the local
authorities outside the gates, and his passage through a gate was accompanied by
symbolical acts - such as the offering of the keys - to mark the transition into
a particular space.5 City gates were closed at night and in periods of political
tension. In times of dearth, poor from the countryside were kept out, to restrict
almsgiving to the citizens only. Gates thus were the focal points where the
distinction was made physically between the privileged inhabitants and the outside
world. It was a common sanction to ban delinquents from the city, which made
entry control necessary. Similarly, goods brought into a city or exported from it
had to be checked for their provenience, quality and taxation. In the 1780s, King
Louis XVI had 45 gates built around Paris as toll stations. His architect
Claude-Nicolas Ledoux created at each of these barrières impressive neoclassical
monuments. As late as 1825, the city-sate of Bremen constructed similar toll gales.
Within a city, private and public buildings expressed the ambition of families
and institutions. The elevated fortress of a lord might be challenged by the height
of the bel! tower of a church or a city hall. Cathedrals were erected with the funds
of the local community as the principal expression of their faith, devotion,
world-view and self-confidence. Patricians built their private fortified houses and
these not seldom had a tower, which was as much an intimation of noble privilege
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expressing high status as well as a very practical infrastructure in the frequent
armed conflicts between rivalling sections of the urban elites. The types of
buildings prominent in a particular city and their location in relation to each other
and to the public space as a whole can be considered as the main signifiers of the
identity of an urban community and its constituent parts. This observation
makes it possible to decode European history through the architectural and
morphological symbols imposed upon the cities by competing powers. Only a few
examples can be mentioned here, which demonstrate possibilities for a closer
collaboration between specialists in the history of architecture and the visual arts
with urban historians, in order to understand better the symbolism of urban
morphology.
Since they counted so many more inhabitants, cities, and especially capital
cities, have always offered the stage for political ceremonies, festivals,
processions, triumphs and struggles. The built mass in the centre of capital cities
consisted of a considerable part of public buildings and open spaces, which had
practica] and symbolic functions for the state. By their shape, location and
decoration, the buildings expressed the vision on political power as the rulers
wanted it to be noted. Some buildings, such as a cathedral or palace could fulfil
their symbolic and legitimizing functions for different political regimes, with only
minor adaptations of the ritual. In that sense, the continuity of the exercise of
power was sustained by the re-utilization of the traditional monuments. In some
cases, however, the political change so deeply involved the ideological and
religieus foundations of a regime, that it feit the need to destroy old symbols and
build entirely new ones. A noticeable example of mis is the demolishing and
reconstruction since the mid-1990s of the cathedral of Christ the Saviour in
Moscow.
Buildings, roads and spaces were used for public ceremonies, such as the
triumphs in ancient Rome, or the advent of a new bishop in his city. Entering a
city, kings and princes were welcorned outside the gate. The city offered the stage
where the rituals of power could be performed before the masses considered
repräsentative of the entire popuïation of the state. The sinister Auto da Fe of the
Spanish crown and Inquisition were staged on the Plaza Mayor in Madrid; these
squares were by themselves cypical representations of royal power in Castilian
cities, constructed systematically through the country from the 17th Century
onwards. There were also rites de passage such as the yearly Inauguration ritual
°f the Lord Mayor of London followed by a progress through the city, first by
bärge along the Thames, then from the Guildhall to Westminster Palace, where
ar> oath was taken. Back in the commercial city, a pageant was normally performed
m
 St. Paui's churchyard.6 All these performances were shown and explained in
Prints for the wider public, which had been unable to attend to see and understand
everything.
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New Rulers, New Cityscape
The question to be discussed more preusely now will be how did new rulers,
representmg d different ideology and a new pohtjcal system, use, adapt or even
reshape the urban morphology of capital eitles7 The creation ex mhilo of a new
capita! city fora new state, as occurred m the case of Berlin fromElectorFiedenc
William I in the middle of the 17th Century, or even clearcr m that of Helsinki
in 1818-1828, is rather exceptional Transfer of the residence of the same regime
to another place, such as that of the Polish kings hom Cracow to Warsaw or the
Spanish from Toledo or Valladohd to Madrid in the 16th Century may well reflect
the adaptation to a larger territory and a more centrahsüc view on the state This
remamed, however, a giadual development withm the same ideological context
Matters became different when a truly revolutionary discontmuity occurred m the
politica! as well as m the cultural sphere The brutal Implantation of a Cathohc
church in the Great Mosque of Cordoba under Emperoi Charles V, or the
construction of his Palace m the Alhambra in Granada in the 1520s are striking
cases of the adaptation and re-use of estabhshed seats of a subordmated power
In Strasbourg, a completely new impenal quarter was constructed outside the
medieval city in the years 1871-1914 This offers a more recent case of
the Implantation of a culturally and rehgiously different dominant state m a city
After its victory over France, the newly created German empire wanted to show
off lts power, especially in this frontier city which had belonged to the Empire
during most of lts history and where the local population still spoke a German
dialect The second Empire now appropnated this symbohc space in ordei to
reonent the subjects In a geometrie design, an imperial palace, a library, a theatre,
the umversity and admimstiative buildings obviously wei e meant to demonstrate
the supenonty of German culture Huge statues of great men decorated the
umversity building
The transfer of capital cities back to locations which had already been the capital
of a previous regime, such as Moscow and Berlin, shows in this respect the same
pioblems as the tiansformation of a conti nuous capital such as Paris 01 Rome The
Kremhn complex thus oifers an exceptional catalogue of the adaptations and
extensions of a kind of Holy City where successive regimes each created then own
niche in the immediate vicmity of their predecessors' monumental Symbols The
traditional symbohc capital could thus be mcoiporated m a new legitimacy
Generally, it proved far more advantageous to continue to exploit existmg
locations, adapting them to a new visible ideology Munich is another staking
case After the 1848 revolution, the old Bavanan capital was endowed with a
Königlicher Platz, a loyal squaie surrounded by an Imitation of the Akropolis in
Athens, includmg a Propylaea gate and an ensemble of museum and academie
buildings m neoclassical style New axes were designed m the ui ban morphology
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and new architectural styles were developed. So, the Ludwigstrasse was created
in a neo-Florentine style. The Bavarian monarchy, raised to royal rank in 1805,
wanted to show off vis-ä-vis the competing capitals Vienna and Berlin.
Interestingly, this ensemble was supplemented under Nazi rule with two temples
of Honour, a Führerbau and, further away, by a museum. These examples suggest
an interest in focusing on the question of which features in the morphology of
capital cities have been changed by new authorities, and for which purposes.
A survey of some striking cases in European history can help us to understand
the symbolic function of urban morphology, not only for the interest of the city
dwellers, but also for that of all inhabitants of the state. The administrative centre
of Paris was transformed not merely through the names and functions of existing
buildings and squares, such as the Palals de Luxembourg and the Palais Bourbon
becoming the Parliament buildings, and the Place de la Liberté into Concorde,
but by reshaping the global urban texture into a coherent and transparent structure.
Hausmann's Paris reflected the clarity of the centralistic state structure, as well
as its profoundly bourgeois character, at least in the capital. The reconstruction
of the Ring in Vienna in the 1870s and 1880s reflected a similar ambition, albeit
with a markedly imperial overtone.7 In both cases, the needs to rebuild the
infrastructure of a rapidly growing industrial metropolis were taken as an
opportunity to express the newly won self-confidence of the bourgeoisie. They
imitated former exclusively courtly behaviour by having built for themselves, a
house of parliament, governtnental buildings, a university, theatres and museums,
all decorated with a magnificence which could compete with that of their imperial
rulers or predecessors.
Constantinople, Byzantium and Istanbul
Constantinople certainly was the most dramatic case of a European capital city
being adapted in a short time to a central role in a very different type of state
disseminating a different religion, culture and ideology. lts three successive names
already suggest its functions in, successively, the Roman, the Byzantine and the
Ottoman empires. The transition from the Roman to the Byzantine capital may
have been gradual and unnoticed by contemporaries, since the loss of Rome's
central role did not become clear at any one particular moment. By contrast, the
break after the siege and occupation by the Ottoman Turks in 1453 was very deep
and sudden. The expansion of the Ottoman Empire had taken place initially in
Asia. During the 14th Century, parts of the Balkans were occupied, in 1512 Syria
and in 1520 Egypt were added. Ethnically, Turkish peoples became dominant, and
hence culturally the Arabic language, Islam and its way of life. All this was
accentuated by the displacement of large segments of the urban population and
massive compulsory settlements of Turks. The capital city had to be repopulated
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after Byzantium's long decay. In the 1480s, the population had risen to an
estimated maximum of 85,000, of whom 58% were Turkish, 23% Greek and 19%
of various other Christian and Jewish origins. What changed in the urban
architecture when Byzantium became Istanbul, the centre of an Islamic empire?
We can distinguish between the measures taken immediately after the conquest
and later changes. First, the fortifications dating from Justinian's time were
preserved, although they had proven their inadequacy against gunfire. Next, large
sections of the city's territory were granted to the Hagia Sofia, which was soon
converted into a mosque. Similarly, many smaller churches and cloisters were
similarly reshaped into mosques, and new mosques were built in the new Turkish
settlements. In 1457 the construction of the Eski Saray palace starled with its high
walls on the location of the antique Forum Tauri, which previously had been a
lively open square. In 1455-61, the old economie centre was converted into
a fortified great Bedestan surrounded by the Bazar, with the shops of the jewellers
and goldsmiths and the first Hamman. Within the first ten years after the
occupation, the waterworks were swiftly renovated in large sections of the city.
Water towers, distribution basins, fountains and baths were erected. These
constructions were related to urgent practical needs triggered by the huge
immigration after the period of decay.8
The most important symbolic project of the first years concerned the Church
of the Apostles, where Constantine had been buried. There, in 1463-70, the new
rulers constructed a complex comprising the Fatih Mosque, surrounded by eight
large and eight smaller medresseh, Koran schools, and a number of other pions
foundations such as hospitals. These complexes of buildings belonged to an
institutional setting typical for the Islamic world. It was therefore most significant
that the most essential locations for the Christian identification of the city,
Constantine's Hagia Sofia and his burial place, were converted into the main foei
of the new worship within ten years after the conquest. Not only the Sultan but
also his Viziers founded mosques with the baths and schools belonging to the cult.
These complexes became the centres of the new urban quarters, where the new
lifestyle was propagated. In the same period, 1465 to 1470, the Sultan started the
building of the Yeni Saray, the present Topkapi Saray, surrounded by strong walls
isolating the palace complex from the city.
In Pera, on the other bank of the Golden Horn, Italian and especially Genoese
merchants received confirmation of most of their privileges, although they had
to pull down parts of their fortifications. So, during the first 20 years of Turkish
rule, the demolition of the old market square, the conversion or demolition of the
two main Christian churches, the construction of two new palaces, the Bazar and
a series of mosque complexes including Koran schools, libraries and baths,
brought rapid and thorough change to the public space. These adaptations
responded to the specific needs of the capita) city of an Islamic state. Strangely
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enough, the Hagia Sofia was not only treated with respect, it even became the
model for mosques throughout the Ottoman Empire. Even this Empire, which took
great care to restructure the public space swiftly and profoundly, had thus derived
the most essential features of its new symbolism from the venerated previous
regime. Renovation still needed a touch of antiquity to seem entirely convincing.
In that respect, the architectural design of its mosques remained distinct from that
in the Muslim countries in the Western Mediterranean.
After the conquest of Syria and Egypt, Constantinople became the seat of the
Caliphate, and thus the metropolis of the whole Islamic world. The 16th Century
was a period of strong population growth and territorial expansion. Under Sultan
Suleyman the Magnificent, 1520-1566, and his immediate followers, a whole
series of very large mosque complexes was built on the initiative of the sultan,
his family and viziers. They all followed the model of the Hagia Sofia, with huge
cupolas and slender minarets which gave the city its typical Silhouette, still evident
today; most prominent was the Suleymanyi mosque, built in 1543-48. This entire
building programme included seven large complexes situated on seven hills of the
city, which was another Imitation of a classical model, that of ancient Rome. It
was important that the names of the founders of the mosques were known to the
public as general benefactors. The sultans and their relatives required that they
were to be buried in mosques of their own foundation which were evidently
dedicated to worship, but also had important social functions such as providing
food for the poor (imarets). Around 1600, the Islamic metropolis contained some
120 medresseh and 86 hospitals. Islam prescribed war against ignorance just as
it prescribed relief for the poor and the sick. The city had become the material
expression of these priorities, constructed under the auspices of the new elite. It
was their heavenly mission to launch building programmes that entirely
transformed the urban environment. After 1600, construction activities slowed
down and did not change much from the pattern preserved until the present day.
Moscow
For Orthodox Christianity as the successor of Byzantium, Moscow equally offers
an interesting case in which the fundamental politica! change of the Communist
revolution v/as made visible. On the one hand, the renewed function of the
Kremlin fortress as the seat of central power marked the desire for recognition
and the search for legitimacy through the appearance of continuity. It was only
in the 1960s that the People' s Palace added a touch of modernity to the prestigious
buildings from previous centimes. The more fundamental interventions of the
Stalinist regime were evident in an urban morphology linking this capital city
again with ancient Rome. In the 1940s and 1950s, skyscrapers were implanted
on seven hills around the city and the university buildings moreover offered a
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panoramic view on the city as a whole9 These buildings were m the neo-Florentme
style which had been populär m New York some 60 years before The fust
grandiose construction piogramme of the Stalinist regime had been the metro
system, started in times of severe hardship dunng the 1930s but nevertheless was
endowed with a conspicuous iconographic programrne executed in veiy expensive
matenals This huge Investment was thought to be an effecüve means of
populari/mg the new ideology among the masses In the I970s, television towers
became the new symbols of the allegedly techmcally advanced state power, m
Moscow and elsewhere The fire drama in the Moscow television tower in 2000
made it very clear how much this techmcally darmg conslruction was feit to be
symbolic for the greatness of the state (The ideological dimension of towei
buildings became clearer than ever after the l1 September 2001 attack in New
York, whose Twin Towers weie seen by its aggressors as the symbols par
excellence of Western capitalism and materiahsm ) In the post-commumst ei a
these phenomena are embodied m Moscow m the now exclusive GUM gallery
on the Red Square, which is a renovated building from the Tsanst era The
symbohsm could hardly be more pregnant, the happy few of the piesent regime
can buy their Western exclusiviües nght m iront of Lenin's mausoleum, on the
most symbolic square of Commumsm, m a building daüng from the pievious
autocracy Obviously, the present state makcs it very clear how far it keeps its
distance from the idea of the State bemg Ihe mam economie actor No doubt there
will be other instances, notably by private compames that will deteimme the new
morphology of the capital city
Berlin
Berlin certamly will be the most complex and controversial case m this brief
survey Five successive pohtical regimes have supeiposed their marks, includmg
mms, in lts uiban morphology In the euphoria after Napoleon's defeat, a vast
restructunng of the monumental centie was launched In the 1820s, the baioque
city palace of the Kmgs of Prussia became one of the focal pomts in a global design
by the architect Schinkel '° He connected the castle and its gardens with a bioad
place over the Island, in fiont of the Neue Wache (new guaid's house) at the
beginning of the Untei den Linden A wide bridge decorated with sculptures
formed a new symbolic city centre, includmg the Zeughaus (Arsenal), the
Cathedra!, Prmce Albert's palace, the old museum and, at the very end of Unter
den Linden, the Brandenburg gate In the Impenal penod, the umversity, the opera
and the Reichstag buildings were added From 1822 onwaids, statues wei e eiected
here of five generals, among whom were Bulow and Bluchei They were lemoved
m 1948 together with Fredenc the Great's equestnan statue m the middle of the
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square; three were re-installed in the garden besides the Opern Café. Frederic got
his central position back in 1981.
The Nazi regime developed some of these zones further with such constructions
as the Ministry of the Air Force. This building fulfilled functions under all the
successive regimes, finally as the Treuhand which restructured the GDR-indus-
tries after the removal of the Wall. Most remarkable in the Nazi regime were the
global urban plans designed by Albert Speer in 1942 which were intended to create
a new and grandiose urban centre, of which the Tempelhof airport is a
well-preserved remnant. North and South railway stations were incorporated in
the plan with the Siegesallee, the Lane of Victory, as its main axis. lts focal points
were to be a Triumphal Gate, 117 m high and 170 m wide and a Great Hall for
150,000 persons with a 290 m high cupola. Interestingly, this gigantic building,
with a base of 315 metres, was to be constructed on the Königsplatz, to replace
the main symbol of an older regime.'' The GDR authorities shared the desire to
express their ideology by the demolition of that city palace of the Prussian kings
in 1953. They renamed the place after the Republic and put up instead a Palace
of the Republic, open for the general public and as a meeting place for the People's
Congress. The adjacent empty space received the name Marx-Engels-Platz and
was intended for public announcements and demonstrations. These remnants of
the past were intentionally destroyed with the construction of the grandiose
Karl-Marx-Allee, and basic housing on Fischer Island and in the suburbs.
The re-united Federal Republic in its turn launched a gigantic building
Programme in which private initiatives were to create an entirely new and lively
city centre on the Potsdamer Platz. The local government left the task of reshaping
the city centre to multinational private companies, albeit under the critical control
of public debate in the Stadtforums. Siemens acted as a city developer,
Daimler-Chrysler turned into real estate developers targeting the well-to-do
bourgeoisie, all under the strict regulations of the city government. Shops, theatres
and restaurants showed the attractions of the consumer society in a splendid new
architectural style. The experience of totalitarian states re-building cities in their
own image had led to a near-complete withdrawal of the public initiative. It seems
as if we are back in the Situation where the city is re-shaped nol by clergymen,
noblemen, or state officials but by the burghers. The new challenge seems to be
how to reconcile the mechanisms of the global economy with the need of citizens
to live in a community with which they can identify and can feel a sense of
belonging.'2
Conclusions
This comparison of the transformations occurring in the morphology of some
capital cities as a consequence of the revolutionary changes in states leads us to
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a number of conclusions First, we observed the repeated endeavour of new state
regimes to transform the urban morphology in order to provide an adequate
expression of their ideology Particular types of buildings with specific functions
had to be constructed, transformed or demohshed The urban architecture needed
to be imposmg, visible, ommpresent and easy to undei stand Associations with
older models helped to provide legiümacy to new regimes
Second, the city remained the place where society becomes a tangible leahty,
thanks to its large scale and the density of its direct social mteractions
Notwithstanding the strong tendency towards mdividuahzation thiough the
media, the city contmued to respond to a need tor a matenal scenery, whose
context of meanmg attracts people to a lively centre rather than to the megastores
of the suburbs
Third, at the end of the 20th Century, the state's position appears still very
prominent in the capita! cities, even if they show a tendency to withdraw and leave
the initiative largely to private compames This has been discussed m the case of
Berhn, but the dockland reconstructions m London and Oslo confirm this
tendency The growing supranational authonty of the European Union is markedly
present only in one Brussels quarter, and on a much lesser scale in complexes m
the outskirts of Luxembourg and Strasbourg The lack of clanty of lts image is
reflected in the diversity of lts architectural styles in buildings mostly designed
for vanous purposes
Fourth, symbohc buildings still bring about hvely discussion and emotional
reactions hnked to the sense of belonging, as was demonstrated at the occasion
of the fire m the Moscow television tower and the debate about the reconstruction
of the Berhn city palace
Fifth, the decreasmg influence of public authonties compared with the high
visibihty of multinational compames with their conspicuous skyscrapers raises the
question of the great financial power of private capital to mvest and reconstruct
whole urban quarters Will this new emphasis find a way to respond to the need
of the inhabitants to identify with a particular urban structure relatmg to their
histoncal, cultural, and local roots^
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